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During our visit to Sidi Bou Rhaba lake (34°15'0"N 6°40'0"W) on 19 February 2015 afternoon, we spotted an
aberrant coloured male Red-crested Pochard (Netta rufina) among other normal coloured ones.
Following van Grouw (2006), we think this is a case of dilution, probably of the form isabel. Looking at the
bird, the main black areas in a normal male Red-crested Pochard have turned pale brown, due to a supposed
reduction of eumelanin. Also, mantle and head feathers, with brown and orangish colours respectively, have
turned paler. Looking at the bird, the differences in wear with the others Red-crested Pochards also attracted our
attention. In fact, if eumelanin has been reduced, this has affected all feathers, making them more sensitive to
sunlight and other abrasion factors.

Looking at the neck and undertail
coverts (feathers that are expected
to be less exposed to abrasion
because of their protected position),
it is possible to see some quite dark
feathers. We understand that as
remaining of eumelanin that hasn’t
been worn, but is clearly paler than
the normal bird beside. So, we think
this bird has a reduction of
eumelanin and probably it has the
phaeomelanin intact (isabel form),
and the paler colour of orangish
feathers is a consequence of the
high abrasion.

There are a lot of factors that determine and change the aspect of birds such this one, making really difficult to
be very concise without a proper in-hand exam of the individual. Nonetheless, we rely on the importance of
reporting these exceptional cases.
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